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Abstract
Pier Ocean Peer is a weatherproof box containing a Jetson Nano, connected to a cell modem and
camera, and powered by a Lithium Iron Phosphate battery charged by a 50W solar panel. This system can
currently provide photos to monitor the harbor seal population that likes to haul out at the base of the Cal
Poly Pier, but more importantly it provides a platform for future expansion by other students either
though adding new sensors directly to the Jetson Nano or by connecting to the jetson nano remotely
through a wireless protocol of their choice.
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I.

Introduction

It has been said that Moore’s law is dead. Really, Moore’s law was never truly alive: It was an
observation, and a target more than some fundamental progression of human ingenuity, and that process
we call advancement. But because of it, we live in an ever more connected world: cell signal reaches
farther out into the wilds, communication and computing equipment gets smaller and more efficient all
the time. We now have computers which are tiny compared to anything from even 10 years ago. Even if
they are the same size, they would run laps around whatever fit the same form factor then.
From that perspective, we live in a world shrinking, and using that, we can facilitate
advancements in a way not really possible before, for a price not possible before. Remote data access is
far from a new idea – we’ve been using it for years in various capacities all over the globe: at its most
extreme, we can think of space – literally farther away than anything could be on earth in some cases, but
bespoke to its task. Not that space equipment does its task poorly (in fact its often still reliable and good
enough for what it was built for, often going well beyond its operational bounds) it is expensive. While a
large chunk of that expense is just getting the equipment to where it needs to be, a large amount of funds
is spent just on design and manufacture of the devices themselves.
While doing things like the aerospace industry is not ideal, and never would be for anything other
than its task, I bring them up as an example of how things were done before: bespoke systems, built to
purpose for (comparatively) extreme cost. In the present world we can do better. We can facilitate the
gathering of scientific data remotely for a fraction of the cost, using off the shelf parts and extant
infrastructure. That idea is the genesis of the Pier Ocean Peer project. By using a microcomputer running
a Linux OS, connected to a cell modem, a camera, as well as weather information and other data
gathering systems, we can provide data to individuals as they need it, from locales previously difficult to
access. Furthermore, this can provide a significant platform for future expansion by other students, either
by expanding the extant functionality, or just using it to further their own research goals.
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II.

Overview
a. Project History

The Pier Ocean Peer project (hereafter POP) has been under development for the better part of
two years. The original idea was to modernize the scientific data gathering at the Cal Poly Pier and lower
the barrier of entry to putting new sensors and experiments there. Long term, the goal was to allow
multiple experiments to talk to one another and eventually send their data to a researcher or student
without them having to be physically present at the pier.
A biology student, Gabe Santos, decided to prove the concept by creating POP 1. POP 1 was designed
with the intention to monitor the harbor seal population which likes to haul out (pull themselves out of the
water) onto the rocks at the base of the Cal Poly Pier.

Figure 1: POP 1 black box diagram

That system, outlined in figure 1, had a Raspberry pi microcomputer at its core. The main advantage it
provided was availability: as a platform, raspberry pi’s are incredibly popular. People have made many
projects using them, giving plenty of potential guides and inspiration. The fact that it runs on a Linux
operating system also opens options for easily deploying new code onto the device to be run remotely.
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The raspberry pi itself has a few notable problems which are not able to be easily fixed. In the
black box diagram, a sleep module is included: this is because in its default, powered on state, a raspberry
pi is rather power hungry. The sleep module was an attempt to combat this: the hope was to reduce power
draw outside of normal operation, but this proved a rather fruitless avenue. Using a sleep module would
still draws power, and was proving difficult to get to interface with the remote aspect of the system. The
first challenge is the particularly cromulent one. Due to the original system using a Lead acid battery, any
excessive power draw could completely drain the system of power if the weather was poor. Furthermore,
in this drained state, the solar panel was incapable of reliably reviving the system on its own.
Finally, a few issues were discovered upon sustained deployment of the system. The primary
issue seen was that the system’s camera was displaying corrupted images. In part this may have been tied
to the nature of the remote connection or it could have been a hardware failure due to weather exposure.
This first system was accessible via Real VNC, a desktop sharing application and protocol which the
raspberry pi natively supports. This program provided all of the networking backend for this first system,
as illustrated in figure 2, piggybacking off of a T-Mobile LTE connection – any step of which could have
been introducing the data corruption. These troubles as well as a desire to expand the system to include
two cameras led to the system being retrieved from its deployment on the Cal Poly Pier and upgraded.

Figure 2: POP 1 Network diagram
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b. Present system

Figure 3: POP 2 Black box diagram

At the black box level, POP 2 is nearly identical to POP 1. The primary difference is the addition
of a second camera connected to the microcomputer, as well as a change in the microcomputer itself,
which is now a jetson nano. However, due to that change and the lessons learned from POP 1, almost all
hardware within the POP enclosure, as well as the software on the Jetson Nano has been replaced or
upgraded. Aside from the Jetson Nano, the single biggest change inside POP is the battery. What was
previously a lead acid battery has been replaced by a large Lithium Phosphate battery. This allows for a
much higher total charge in the battery as well as the capability for full charge cycling. That means, if a
long stretch of bad weather arrives and the solar panel cannot gain enough energy to keep the system
running, the solar panel is theoretically capable of reviving the system by charging the battery. If nothing
else the battery is a much larger capacity and thus can keep the system running for much longer.
On the software side, the network backend is provided by a service called Upswift.io, which is an
IOT management system. This provides the same role as the Real VNC servers box shown in Figure 2,
but does so with more security and less bandwidth required for basic operation. Furthermore it provides a
number of system monitoring services as well as automatic file upload. While not ideal for large file
transfers (due to the nature of the T-Mobile LTE connection being currently limited) this can easily
provide a steady stream of data from experiments on the pier with a once-a-day upload.
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III.

POP 2 design

a. Upgrade Specification
Table 1: Specification

Upgrade specification
Spec
number

Requirements

Description

Value

units

1

Box Width

9

in

2

Box Hight

14

in

3

Box Depth

5.9

in

4

Uptime

1

week

5

Data upload frequency minimum

1

times/day

6

Data upload size minimum

1

1080p image

6

Digital System Accessibility

24

hours/day

7

Number of cameras

2

cameras

8

Camera minimal resolution

1920x1080

pixels

9

Weatherproof

Special*

* Any part of the system exposed to the elements must be able to withstand the
environment at the deployment site for an extended period, ideally indefinitely.

b. Bill Of materials
Table 2: Bill Of Materials

Item
L-shaped Framing Rail
- 6ft Galv.
Mounting

BOM of currently deployed system
Code (website
#
Website spcfc.)
Items
1

14.03

14.03

Board - HDPE

mcmaster 9785T811

1

171.89

171.89

U-Bolt - Galv.

mcmaster 2936T81

4

1.83

7.32

1(25)

9.76

9.76

1(100)

10.81

10.81

Nut - 3/8' Galv

mcmaster 90371A031

12v 20Ah LiFePO4 batt
BUNDLE
Amazon

Sensors

Total (pretax)

mcmaster 8968K24

Bolt - 3/8', 2' long Galv. mcmaster 95373A168

Power

Price per item
(pre-tax)

B08HNGQB2H

1

209.99

209.99

Socket - 12v to 5v car Amazon
Cables (solar) - iGreely
3ft
Amazon

B07DGNQNLR

1

12.98

12.98

B08K7DL3NH

1

10.99

10.99

Solar Panel - 50W

Amazon

B083K9H37W

1

105.58

105.58

Cam - Arducam HQ for
JN
Amazon

B08NVH44HB

2

54.99

109.98
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WaveShare SIM7600X
4G for JN
Amazon

B085SXS27V

1

Internet
3

Cell Plan - T-Mobile 4G T-Mobile
Electronics

Jetson Nano
Developer's kit

Amazon

B084DSDDLT
Total Cost

1

88.55

88.55

25.00
per month

75.00

108.95

108.95

935.83

c. Design Justification and ramifications
Most of the physical design of POP 2 come from its predecessor, and its designer Gabe Santos.
The 50 watt solar panel and controller used in the present system were also used by POP 1. The mounting
system design currently out on the Pier are of the same specification that POP 1 used, but are new parts in
order to ensure their longevity, as well as the wires in use. This is because in those categories the old
design worked. The primary changes were in the microcomputer at the system’s core and the batteries in
use, as detailed in section II.b. The waveshare board which is used to connect the Jetson Nano to the
internet is also new, but the chip being used is a proven one, and the form factor is perfect: from those
perspective it is a good choice, but this specific implementation leaves much to be desired. The battery
change is well within the capability of the solar panel and controller combination, and the power draw of
the jetson nano is smaller than the raspberry pi, allowing the system to stay active for a longer time, as
detailed in the Testing section.
The change in hardware, however, led to necessary and vital changes in the software being used
by the system. As mentioned before, Upswift is how POP 2 is accessed remotely. This is because it works
on all Linux platforms, as well as provides remote access securely and quickly. This is in comparison to
Real VNC which is incapable of working on the Jetson Nano due to it not being built on a ARM x86
based architecture. Upswift also solves the port forwarding problem for you: Port forwarding done on a
unsecured network is a known security vulnerability, but not always an easy one to solve. The SIM7600X
plays a significant role here which is detailed in section IV.

d. Testing
Primary Testing of the base functionality of POP 2 is in its deployment environment, and is to
some extent currently ongoing. I currently monitor the system for any faults in both uploaded data and
uptime and have been for the last 5 weeks of this project. The core of this test is a daily cronjob which
runs at 9am every day. It has a simple structure, detailed in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Cronjob structure

Before the system’s active deployment, testing was undertaken, primarily with upswift to ensure that this
system would work in ideal circumstances. I pulled files from the system as well as uploaded files to
upswift, as well as tested the compression ratios of gzip in order to determine if that was worth the extra
processing required. The latest uploads using this code are present in appendix B of this document.
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IV.

Development

The development of POP was far from a smooth one – ultimately the major challenges faced
during this project’s development can be tied back to its locale: at its location at the Cal Poly Pier, there is
no easily available Wi-Fi signal or ethernet line, leading to a significant challenge in just getting it
connected to the internet. Conceptually, that solution is rather simple: by using a cell modem one can
connect to the internet. However that route was not nearly that simple: the hardware did not always work
exactly as expected. Waveshare’s documentation is severely lacking in actually making the system work:
only through an independently developed and maintained GitHub repository
(https://github.com/phillipdavidstearns/simcom_wwan-setup) was this module able to have a base form of
functionality. Aside from this software issure, attempting to achieve any further functionality (such as
SMS messageing in order to connect to T-Mobile’s network) was very difficult. The module (as
seemingly most cellular modules are) is controlled by AT (attention) codes, which are not entirely
intuitive to use. Furthermore there are many hundreds of settings inside a modern cellular modem, to do
with GPS information, SMS, LTE, HTTP services… the list goes on and on. From that perspective, I feel
like I barely scratched the surface of the potential of using the cellular module and all its features,
however it does consistently work- assuming the cellular bill is paid.
Independently of the nature of poor documentation and manufacturer support however, is the fact
that the internet of things (IOT) itself is riddled with security pitfalls. End of the day, this is a huge
concern, not just for me but for the entire tech industry. POP is intended to be a platform for future
students to expand upon, and this provides some interesting design requirements for using any established
solution, such as AWS. Ultimately it is imperative that you need to be able to remotely access the system
as well as just run code on it. Due to this, port forwarding becomes a necessity, and that is a massive
security risk without having full and absolute control and understanding of the modem being used to
connect to the internet, as the case is here. This makes building a bespoke architecture for this purpose a
daunting proposition. Due to this, finding software which would securely provide the services that this
project requires became both an ethical and practical concern.
Simply put, if POP is insecure, then bad actors could use it for whatever purposes they desire,
while unbeknownst to both Cal Poly as an organization and future students, but at their expense. There is
also a concern based in who is accessing POP – students. If a bad actor has control of the system, they
may be able to use it to target the students who are using it. Neither case is anywhere near an acceptable
risk, leading to significant research and eventually choosing upswift.io as the system’s management
platform.
In total, I had to learn 4 new tools: systemd, and chron, which are Linux utilities I used for system
testing and establishing base functionality. I had to lean Upswift.io for device management and the
network backend, and I had to learn (or at least try and barely understand AT codes in order to and
control the simsense 4G modem. Of these four tools, the first two were trival to learn and debug. Those
utilities’ age and the popularity of platforms, such as the raspberry pi, in applications parallel to POP
makes guides on setting up Linux daemons and chron jobs are abundant. Upswift.io was harder to learn,
but ultimately rather intuitive due to upswift’s documentation being very up to date and accurate. The AT
codes however as previously detailed at the start of this section, proved nontrivial in all its forms.
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That issue exemplifies the challenges of this project. It was more than just learning new tools and
writing code: it was so often about figuring out why something stopped working when it had been
working just a few days or hours before. It was often about puzzling over black boxes: this is both the
benefit and bane of building a system using someone else’s proprietary infrastructure and technology. By
its nature it is cheaper, but you cannot tell whether or not an intermittent problem is due to the design
choices they have made or if the bug is rooted in your own system. This project was about struggling to
fix problems which are deceptively simple to solve, however their real challenge was finding and defining
the problem. Often that was hidden in the depths of multi-hundred-page technical manuals or required
hours of obscure google searches. Hopefully this struggle will leave the system in a more stable
configuration and will pave the way for future research and additions with more focus on experiment and
hardware design as opposed to pure troubleshooting and integration challenges.
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V.

Conclusion & Future Work

Now that this system has been established, there are so many opportunities for projects to be
undertaken by future students. One potential avenue is that of fulfilling the original design goal: To
modernize and place new sensors and experiments out at the Cal Poly pier, using this system as a base
station that can then communicate back to whomever needs that data. There are already some
experiments designed by other students (The Underwater Solar Logger being one) which could serve this
purpose well.
Another potential avenue of opportunity is that of the system’s overall efficiency. While it has
proven that it can drain the battery of power, and subsequently reboot itself after significantly recharging
the system, there are still features by which power draw could potentially be reduced: currently the
system still creates a GUI, in spite of the fact that one is not necessary outside of specific instances using
the cameras connected to it. Another avenue is the fact that the system does not currently use a sleep
mode while idle: between these two factors, there may well be significant energy efficiency gains to be
made.
One other approach that is worth investigating is that of the software in use itself: primarily the
compression algorithm in use for the images and data being uploaded by the system: Currently that is
gzip, as implemented by the tar -z functionality. However, this does not compress the images being
uploaded much – from my research this was less than 1% compression for the images being uploaded.
This may be because jpeg encoding is already rather information dense, but it could be that other
encoding algorithms would potentially achieve better compression results for minimal loss in image
quality: regardless, if nothing else, implementing such code to be efficient and take full advantage of the
Jetson Nano microcomputer is a challenge all on its own, and worth pursuing.
Those are just my immediate thoughts for potential further work, however that is far from a
comprehensive list: for example the Jetson nano was originally designed with computer vision
applications in mind: one such project to use this is already underway, but there are potentially other
applications for that technology. The sky is the limit, and the launchpad is set.
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VI.

Appendicies

Appendix A: Senior Project analysis:
Summary of functional requirements:
Pier Ocean Peer (hereafter POP) is a weatherproof box containing a Jetson Nano, connected to a cell
modem and camera, and powered by a Lithium Iron Phosphate battery charged by a 50W solar panel.
This system can currently provide photos to monitor the harbor seal population at the base of the Cal Poly
Pier, but more importantly it provides a platform for future expansion by other students either though
adding new sensors directly to the Jetson Nano or by connecting to the jetson nano remotely through a
wireless protocol of the student’s choice.

Primary constraints:
The challenges faced during this project are all ultimately tied to its locale: In its location at the Cal Poly
Pier, there is no easily available Wi-Fi signal or ethernet line, leading to a significant challenge in just
getting it connected to the internet. Conceptually, the solution is simple – assuming that an LTE signal is
present one can connect to the internet. However that route is not always nearly as simple as it appears:
hardware is not always easily available, and in some cases, when it is, it doesn’t always work exactly as
intended: This project ran into the second case numerous times in relation to the cell modem it uses:
Waveshare’s documentation is lacking in actually making the system work: only with a separate GitHub
repository developed and maintained by someone unrelated to Waveshare or Simsense was this module
able to achieve a base level of fuctionality.
Independently of the nature of poor documentation and manufacturer support, the internet of things (IOT)
is riddled with security pitfalls which are detailed a little in the ethical analysis. At the end of the day
however, this is a huge concern, not just for me but for the entire industry. The end goal of POP, being a
platform for future students to expand upon, provides some interesting constraints to using any
established solution, such as AWS. Ultimately, you need to be able to remotely access the system as well
as just run code on it. Due to this, port forwarding becomes a necessity, and that is a massive security risk
without having full control and understanding of the modem being used to connect to the internet, as the
case was here. This makes building a bespoke architecture for this purpose a daunting proposition,
however the final solution found, upswift.io, did not exactly present itself easily.

Economic Analysis:
BOM of currently deployed system
Code (website
#
Website spcfc.)
Items

Item
L-shaped Framing Rail
- 6ft Galv.
Board - HDPE
Mounting
U-Bolt - Galv.
Bolt - 3/8', 2' long Galv.
Nut - 3/8' Galv

Power

mcmaster
mcmaster
mcmaster
mcmaster
mcmaster

12v 20Ah LiFePO4 batt
BUNDLE
Amazon
Socket - 12v to 5v car
Amazon

8968K24
9785T811
2936T81
95373A168
90371A031

B08HNGQB2H
B07DGNQNLR

Price per item
(pre-tax)

Total (pretax)

1
1
4
1(25)
1(100)

14.03
171.89
1.83
9.76
10.81

14.03
171.89
7.32
9.76
10.81

1
1

209.99
12.98

209.99
12.98
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Sensors

Internet

Cables (solar) - iGreely
3ft
Amazon
Solar Panel - 50W
Amazon

B08K7DL3NH
B083K9H37W

1
1

10.99
105.58

10.99
105.58

Cam - Arducam HQ for
JN
Amazon

B08NVH44HB

2

54.99

109.98

WaveShare SIM7600X
4G for JN
Amazon

B085SXS27V

1

88.55
25.00
per month

88.55

108.95

108.95

3

Cell Plan - T-Mobile 4G T-Mobile
Electronics

Jetson Nano
Developer's kit

Amazon

B084DSDDLT
Total Cost

1

75.00

935.83

Environmental Analysis
The primary Environmental concern of this system is based in its proximity to the ocean and wildlife.
There are some electronics exposed to the elements on POP. From one perspective the concern then
becomes how to make sure the system continues operating in all weather conditions. This is usually done
with some form of chemical treatment, which leads to concerns about how those chemicals will affect the
environment. From that perspective the primary concern is degradation – in order to contaminate the local
environment whatever chemical treatment has to degrade significantly. Silicone caulk is what we used to
weatherproof the exposed electronics, and that has shown very little sign of degradation over its time in
use as a part of POP.
Another concern is that of curious animals (humans included) investigating POP on the pier: this effect is
unfortunately very hard to account for: who knows what a seagull will think seeing a ribbon cable moving
ever so slightly in the breeze. In this case the primary thing that can be done is to make it unappealing to
wildlife and other animals: as POP is tucked away in a location out of direct line of sight and attention, it
can avoid tampering by most creatures.

Manufacturability
The primary manufacturing concern with this project is that of weatherproofing, which itself raises an
environmental concern, as detailed above. From a manufacturing perspective, this concern is mostly with
the accessibility of materials. Silicone caulk is not hard to come by from this perspective and is relatively
easy to use.

Sustainability analysis
From a sustainability perspective, the primary concern with this system is economic. Short term,
deploying a system like POP is not terribly expensive – at least compared to other more bespoke systems.
However, long term, sustaining this project is the key to its future success. While the month to moth
monetary cost is low ($25 per month) it does require some individuals on hand if a problem comes up,
disconnecting the system. Other than this, the system is based around a computer: it uses some rare earth
metals and has components that are manufactured overseas. Because of this we should be considerate and
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aware of how to potentially combat those factors as individuals and an industry, but the one-time cost of
this project is comparatively low from that perspective.

Ethical Analysis
Ethically the biggest concern for this project is one of computer security. As mentioned in the primary
constrains section, having access to a terminal requires some form of port forwarding on the system,
which is far from trivial to set up, nor is it necessarily secure, and is especially insecure if done poorly.
Not mentioned there is the trouble of setting up any sort bespoke network backend for this system, which
has many of the same security issues. Due to this, finding software which would securely provide the
services that this project requires became both an ethical and practical concern.
The reason why is simple: If POP is insecure, then bad actors could use it for whatever purposes they
desire unbeknownst to both Cal Poly as an organization and by future students, but at their expense. There
is also a security concern based in who is accessing POP – students. If a bad actor has control of the
system they may be able to use it to target the students remotely accessing the system. Neither case is
anywhere near an acceptable risk, leading to the research and eventually choosing of upswift.io as the
system’s management platform.

Health and safety
The use of silicon as waterproofing is in general a health concern, and the avenues by which it could
become a problem are largely the same as that detailed in the environmental analysis section.

Social and political analysis:
Very little large scale effect will directly come from this project. However, by the nature of technology,
its potential uses are infinite. Who knows what future students will be able to use this project for.

Development:
To develop and work on this project, I primarily learned 4 new tools: systemd, and chron, which are
Linux utilities I used for system testing and establishing base functionality. I learned how to use
Upswift.io for the network backend, and finally I struggled with AT codes in order to try and control the
simsense 4G modem. Of these four tools, the first two were trival to learn. The utilities age and the
popularity of platforms, such as the raspberry pi, in applications parallel to POP means that guides on
setting up linux daemons and chron jobs are abundant. Upswift.io was harder to learn, but ultimately not
terribly difficult due to upswift’s documentation being very up to date and accurate and their system being
rather intuitive for me to learn. The AT codes however, and by extension using the Sim7600X modem to
connect to the internet was nontrivial in all its forms.
That issue exemplifies the challenges of this project. It was more than just learning new tools and writing
code: it was so often about figuring out why something stopped working when it had been working just a
few days or hours before. It was often about puzzling over black boxes: this is both the benefit and bane
of building a system using someone else’s proprietary infrastructure and technology. By its nature it is
cheaper, but you cannot tell whether or not an intermittent problem is due to the design choices they have
made or if the bug is rooted in your own system. This project was about struggling to fix problems which
are deceptively simple to solve, however their real challenge was in finding and defining the problem.
Often that was hidden in the depths of multi-hundred-page technical manuals or required hours of obscure
google searches. Hopefully this struggle will leave the system in a more stable configuration and will
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pave the way for future research and additions with more focus on experiment and hardware design as
opposed to pure troubleshooting and integration challenges.
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Appendix B: Pictures uploaded by POP
June 4, 2021, 9:00

June 5, 2021, 9:00
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June 6, 2021, 9:00

June 7, 2021, 9:00
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June 8, 2021, 9:00

June 9, 2021, 9:00
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